‘s dòcha:

Suggested Architectures for Glenuig

‘s dòcha:

Scottish Gaelic;
probably, perhaps, maybe, presumably, possibly

a group proposal:
Glenuig (Gleann Ùige) is a small village on the westcoast of Lochaber in the Scottish Highlands. As such
our collective approach to this architectural project has
been sensitive - rather than trying to solve the various
‘problems’ the local community may face, our proposals
are eclectic and each suggest a distinct building typology
and a set of things which interest us individually.
Josh Parker, Rose Miller, Cameron Angus, Jamie Begg
and Cameron Young are proposing the following.
the tower
the pontoon
the hide
the observatory
the Glenuig boat building school
a residency for an artist
three bothies and am fasgadh
a house for an individual, a house for a family and a
house for visitors

geographical location of Glenuig:

Our ‘suggested architecture’ takes the form of an archipelago of buildings for the community which could
evoke a renewed sense of place. The collective proposal
is thus an antithesis to the centre and a celebration of
the existing rural landscape. Connection is an important
term in the context of our project. It speaks of urbanization and the relative isolation of Glenuig but it is
also critical with regards to how individual components
within our project come together to form a totality.
Despite formal differences, our individual projects are
not scattered fragments but bound as a whole. From
the outset, it was decided that each project should have
a strong awareness of its place in the community and

encourage face to face interaction. In our proposals, the
social sustainability of our buildings is just as important
as their environmental responsibility.
Following the Highland Clearances, the population of
Glenuig and the adjacent settlements of Samalaman,
Smirisary and Alt Ruadh greatly depleted. At the beginning of the 20th century the school in Glenuig had sixty
pupils – currently the youngest resident is in their late
forties. However with the road came the opportunity for
tourism and an influx of young people in the late ‘60s
and ‘70s. Some cottages were renovated and re-inhabited, and new houses were built. The village is largely
occupied by the same group of people but is now faced
with an ageing population.
In general, the surrounding area of Moidart has few employment opportunities. One of the largest employers,
‘Mowi’ is an international fish-farming company. Within
Glenuig itself the inn and smokehouse provide seasonal
work, and there are a few operating fishing boats. The
majority of locals are self-employed – crofting, building,
fencing, cleaning – but commonly have more than one
source of income.
As a result of the ageing population and with a number of locals vacating their homes to move closer to
towns, the vitality of the community could be said to be
deteriorating. There is also a lack of employment opportunities in the area. These issues are compounded by the
secluded nature of the village and a distinct lack of services. As part of our project’s aims, we wish to explore
a narrative whereby a community can be revitalised by
giving autonomy through architecture. We are not geographers, social scientists or urban planners and therefore
it is not our intention to provide the solutions to these
issues. It would be entirely naive and patronising to the
local community to suggest that we could:
“Social problems cannot be resolved by architecture.
Indeed you can only solve architectural problems.”1
Through our architectural project, part of our aims will
be to frame Glenuig as a place of outstanding beauty

and cultural significance and thus reform the area by
recognising the process of depopulation through an
acknowledgement of the past and an awareness of the
future.
Our individual proposals encourage a certain type of
visitor such as artists, boatbuilders, hikers and bird
enthusiasts. Individuals who would respect, produce,
and maintain the character and beauty of the place.
Specific typologies to encourage these groups of people
all year round such as a boat building school would then
provide employment opportunities for the permanent
residents of Glenuig.
However, as a collective, we recognise that some of our
projects may change the community more than others.
Even the construction of a small house for a family
will have an impact on a rural community. All of our
programmes aren’t sustainable in a population of thirty
people.
The solution we found to acknowledge this issue was
found in John Hejduk’s ‘Victims’ project. The basis
for this project is an arrangement of 67 named structures, machines or devices intended to be built over a
30 year period. Some structures are built; some are not,
a further possibility being that none of the structures
are built at all. The decision of whether the structures
get built lies with the residents of the place. They can
also decide the time frame for the construction and
the extent of the connective relationship between
components. With reference to Hejduk, our suggested
architecture for Glenuig is therefore, one possibility for
total completion, hence the speculative use of the gaelic
word, ‘s dòcha.
Before moving into our individual proposals, it should
be noted that Jamie Begg is the only native Gaelic
speaker in the group. Throughout the design process, all
group members have endeavoured to learn some of the
language in order to place ourselves and to understand
the unique nature and culture of Glenuig.

a note on the cover image:
The drawing on the cover is of a creel - a woven basket
which was commonly used in the Highlands for carrying
peat or seaweed. Woven from rods of willow or hazel,
their shape, form and size varied depending on their
use, their natural material and by the hands that made
them.2 Once broken, they would be burnt or left to rot.
Whilst there is a poeticness to these tools, the way of
life in which they were used was hard and unforgiving.
The following work does not intend to romanticise this
but rather to encourage a sensitive engagement with
nature and the surrounding landscape.
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the tower
the pontoon
the hide
the observatory

a house for visitors
a house for an individual
a house for a family

the boat building school

a residency for artists

bothy retreat one
bothy retreat two
bothy retreat three
am fasgadh
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a trip to Glenuig:
...through living in it, the landscape becomes a part of us, just as
we are a part of it.3
At the start of the semester in January, we took a trip up
to Glenuig for a few days. The weather was surprisingly
calm for the time of year. We walked around the coastline, down into the village itself and visited the shop and
the Moidart History House. We bumped into a few folk
on the way and a couple of the local dogs. We stayed
with my dad and then in a cottage at Ard and Easgaidh.
We took a trip to Acharacle and went down to Dorlin to
see Castle Tioram.

video timelapse
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site research:
...one should not overlook ‘the powerful fact that life must be lived
amidst that which was made before’ 4
Thanks to a local facebook group and the Moidart
History House, we were able to access a range of old
photos from over the years of Glenuig and the surrounding area. Many of them I had never seen before,
and I learned much more about the place I call home.

video timelapse
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Skye

Canna

Rhum

Mallaig

cartography:
35 min

A map showing local ammenities and their travel times
from Glenuig.

Eigg

Arisaig
26 min

Muck

Glenuig

necessities:

pleasure:

- community shop

- pub
- history house
- village hall
- smokehouse

Arisaig

- sea kayak centre
- train station
- electric vehicle charge point

Acharacle

- doctors
-primary school
- garage
- fresh groceries

- cafe
- playpark

Mallaig

- dentists
- petrol station
- high school
- pharmacy
- lifeguard centre
- police station
- ferry terminal
- bank

- public library
- art gallery
- bakery
- restaurant
- leisure centre
- bicycle hire
- swimming pool

Fort William

- opticians
- hardware shop
- care home
- electricians
- hospital
- taxi service

- football club
- rugby club
- museum
- indoor playpark

Oban

50 min

Glenuig

Fort William

23 min

2 hrs

- cinema
Oban
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an individual proposal:
a ‘bothy retreat’

inside Ard an Easgaidh
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a bothy retreat:

A typology for pyschiatric care in the Scottish Highlands.
Bothy:
- in Scotland; a small, simple building for walkers to shelter in, or
one that is used for workers to live in. Originates from the Gaelic
word ‘bothan’.45
Retreat:
- a private and safe space.46

14
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My individual proposal, as part of the ‘s docha group
project, follows on from my undergraduate dissertation. Titled Psychiatric Architecture and Care in the Scottish
Highlands: An Exploration in Four Voices,5 the dissertation
took a wide-ranging approach with auto-ethnographic, historical, theoretical and technological research. It
concluded with an exploratory proposition for a new
psychiatric architecture in the form of a ‘bothy retreat’ conceived from the basis of personal experience, from a
love of nature and from the reflections throughout the
dissertation. It was, and continues to be in this project, a
speculative proposal and cannot be understood as fully
informed by medical research and theory.
My own personal preoccupation with this area of study
is largely a result of my mother’s mental illness leading
to her eventual suicide in 2015. Having grown-up in
Glenuig, this design proposal is intensely personal
and has derived variously from my life there as a
local, experiencing its beauty, its isolation, and both
the positives and negatives of a small and intimate
community; from the perspective of a son having
lost their mother to a battle with mental illness; from
where I stand now as an architecture student, with
(some) knowledge of psychiatric architecture, its care
methods and contemporary design theory, and a desire
to contribute a suggestion for psychiatric care in my
village and one that might be replicated throughout the
Highlands.

bothy retreats
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Mental illness is very common, with one in four people
in the UK experiencing it each year. In the Highlands
the average rises to one in three.6 The only psychiatric
hospital for the region is New Craigs on the outskirts
of Inverness. As a result, from many remote places
the travel time to get there can take a day, with ferry
crossings and twisting roads. Comparatively there
are twenty-six community and general hospitals in
the Highland region.7 Apart from New Craigs, the
only dedicated ‘psychiatric architecture’ as such is the
Recovery Centre in Inverness - the only mental health
residential recovery unit in Scotland8 - run by the
charity Birchwood Highland. Another smaller charitable
enterprise to note is Darach Croft in Strontian which
is a ‘social croft’ that provides accomodation and
encourages working outside and looking after animals.
Psychiatric care in the Highlands is currently provided
in mainly three ways; the NHS ‘care in the community’
which usually involves district nurses meeting patients
in their homes or community centres; in New Craigs
Psychiatric Hospital; and through various charities who
run smaller local operations. However, the buildings in
which psychiatric treatment is given are often poorly
designed with cheap materials and a lack of funding,
and in the majority of cases they aren’t dedicated for
this function. Even in the case of New Craigs, its lack
of sufficient funding and poor design has resulted in a
joyless architecture.

New Craigs Psychiatric Hospital outside Inverness - the only building specifically designed for psychiatric care in the Highlands.
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dissertation extract:
The bothy – a small and simple building –were historically
agricultural buildings used as accommodation for farm workers
and drovers. Following the demise of the region’s agriculture there
became a surplus of bothies throughout the Highlands. 1 Due to
the Clearances many of these buildings were left amongst wilderness, the ruins of lost communities and fallow lazy beds. However
with the founding of the Mountain Bothy Association (MBA) in
1965 these old buildings were given a new lease of life; their use
transitioned to recreational purposes.2 They have since become a
vital aspect of outdoor recreation in Scotland and are loved, used
and shared by a diverse range of people.
With a diverse variety of people enjoying bothies there is often
the mixing of interests, backgrounds, class and communities; an
eclectic gathering of people seeking escapism in rural places. The
culture of the bothy is therefore one of freedom and free of judgment; bothies are indiscriminate rural architectures.
It is in this way that the bothy can be an advantageous contribution to psychiatric architecture and care. Bothies are places without
stigma and they welcome all who inhabit them; they immerse the
inhabitant in the serenity of nature and its beautiful simplicity;
they bring people together.The ‘bothy’ in bothy retreat implies a
minimalist and unbiased building, one which can be used by all,
situated in wild places. It tells of a bringing together of people
and nods to the historical context of these out-dwellings in places
and times gone by. The ‘retreat’ implies their function - that of
escapism in nature - and a certain privacy; for the ‘bothy retreat’
is accessible to all but only at prescribed times.9
the Peanmeanach Bothy
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design aspects / dissertation conclusions:
‘Blue spaces’ - areas with bodies
of water, rivers and even manmade water features - are shown
to be more beneficial for mental
wellbeing than green spaces.

Blue space

Homelike

Sunlight has a dramatic effect
on people’s wellbeing, as well
their precieved levels of stress
and pain.

Timber

Plenty sunlight

External nooks can create intimate and sheltered spaces whilst
still having the benefits of being
outdoors.

External nooks

Internal nooks

Design flexibility

Privacy

Seclusion

20
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Unrestrictive space

Timbe

External nooks

Internal nooks

Privac

Design flexibility

Adapt

Unrestrictive space

Conn

Distinguished sleeping/living
boundaries are important and
can encourage structure in an
individual’s day to day.

Adaptable artificial lighting

Sleeping/living boundaries

Socialisation

Psychiatric care is by its nature
invasive and siginificant detrimental effects can occur with
insitituionalisation. The bothy
retreat aims to encourage independence, even with seemingly
small daily tasks.

The arrival into an unfamiliar
psychiatric building can be
distressing. The approach and
entrance to the bothies are key
considerations.

Welcoming arrival

Homelike

The oppurtunity for seclusion
is often hard to come by - the
bothy retreat offers a space away
from work, family and people
you know.

Spaces for different levels of
social interaction are key in
psychiatric architecture.

Socialisation

Blue space

Connections to nature

Instigating independence

Welcoming arrival

bothy retreats
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design aspects / dissertation conclusions:
Creating a ‘homelike’ environment is an often cited necessity
for contemporary psychiatric
architecture.

Homelike

Plenty sunlight

Timber

Blue space

Research shows that timber is
the material that is regarded as
most ‘homely’.

Homelike

Timber

Internal nooks can provide small
and comforting spaces.

Internal nooks

Seclusion

Privacy

External nooks

Being able to have privacy is
fundamental in contemporary
psychiatric design. Whilst the
bothy retreats should encourage social interaction, they also
should accommodate various
break-out spaces.

Internal nooks

Privacy

Pyschiatric care is forever in
flux and psychiatric architecture
should be able to accommodate
flexibility in its current use and
future uses.

Design flexibility Sleeping/living boundaries

Adaptable artificialSocialisation
lighting

Exerting control over your environment is beneficial for mental
wellbeing and adaptable artificial
lighting can greatly change an
internal atmosphere.

Design flexibility

Adaptable artificial lighting

In particular with individuals
suffering mental illness, confined
spaces can have negative effects.
For people with different levels
of mobility, unrestrictive space

Unrestrictive spaceInstigating independence
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Connections to nature
Welcoming arrival

Having access to nature is a
primary aspect of psychiatric design and its benefits on
our mental wellbeing is well
researched.

Unrestrictive space

Connections to nature

bothy retreats
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the taskscape:
The Temporality of the Landscape is a text by Tim Ingold, a
social anthropologist, in which he discusses our perception of the natural world. In it, he puts forward the
notion of the taskscape:
...‘task’, defined as any practical operation, carried out by a
skilled agent in an environment, as part of his or her normal
business of life. In other words, tasks are the constitutive acts of
dwelling... Every task takes its meaning from its position within
an ensemble of tasks, performed in series or in parallel, and
usually by many people working together. One of the great mistakes of recent anthropology - what Reynolds (1993: 410) calls
‘the great tool-use fallacy’ - has been to insist upon a separation
between the domains of technical and social activity, a separation
that has blinded us to the fact that one of the outstanding features
of human technical practices lies in their embeddedness in the
current of sociality. It is to the entire ensemble of tasks, in their
mutual interlocking, that I refer by the concept of taskscape. Just
as the landscape is an array of related features, so - by analogy the taskscape is an array of related activities.10
In relevance to this suggestion for a bothy retreat, from
this came the proposal of engaging with the surrounding landscapes through a given task (to take proactive
involvement in the taskscape). As Ingold describes, the
very acts of living are what create the taskscape - all living beings create activity and this activity in turn effects
other living beings.
peat cutting at Morar, date unknown

...the way we perceive the temporality of the taskscape... we do
so not as spectators but as participants, in the very performance
of our tasks. As Merleau-Ponty put it, in reckoning with an
environment, I am ‘at my task rather than confronting it’ (1962:
416). The notion that we can stand aside and observe the passage
of time is founded upon an illusion of disembodiment. This
passage is, indeed, none other than our own journey through the
taskscape in the business of dwelling.11
Historical rural dwelling in Glenuig and the surrounding
areas was challenging. With the Highland Clearances,
people were evicted from their homes and forced onto
areas of land with poor arable-quality along the coast-

24
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line or either abroad to make way for sheep. In effect, it
was an ethnic cleansing. It is not a period in the history
of the Highlands to be nostalgic about. The ‘wild,’ homogoneous and unpopulated hills of heather, which are
now iconic to the Highlands, are a result of overgrazing
by sheep and deer, and destruction of woodland - all as
a result of human activity12 and, conversely, an absence
of humans.
...‘a landscape is the most solid appearance in which a history can
declare itself.’ 13
However, the rural acts of dwelling which were enacted
required locals to have a thorough engagement with nature and with one another. From a contemporary viewpoint, both of these aspects are proven to be incredibly
beneficial for mental wellbeing.
The temporality of the taskscape is social, then, not because society
provides an external frame against which particular tasks find
independent measure, but because people, in the performance of
their tasks, also attend to one another.14
Many of the ‘traditional’ activities which are often seen
to be emblematic of Highland culture - cutting peat,
fishing, kelp making - are more simply the acts of
dwelling that were required to sustain their lives. Whilst
the prescribed tasks for each bothy retreat are deeply
rooted in local history, there is the distinction that the
individual does not depend on them. Rather they can be
enacted for the simple pleasure of acting out a task.
...the taskscape exists only so long as people are actually engaged
in the activities of dwelling, despite the attempts of anthropologists to translate it into something rather equivalent to a score - a
kind of ideal design for dwelling - that generally goes by the name
of ‘culture’, and that people are supposed to bring with them into
their encounter with the world.15

John Gillies with his sons Callum and Ian carrying peat creels on Eiliean
Fladday, off Rassay, date unknown

As Ingold and others point out though, the natural
and artificial components of our landscapes become
problematic to differeniate. Indeed, our natural human
behaviour has shaped landscapes and ecologies from the
very beginnings of our existence.16
26
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Since, moreover, the activities that comprise the taskscape are
unending, the landscape is never complete: neither ‘built’ nor
‘unbuilt’, it is perpetually under construction. This is why the
conventional dichotomy between natural and artificial (or ‘manmade’) components of the landscape is so problematic. Virtually
by definition, an artefact is an object shaped to a pre-conceived
image that motivated its construction, and it is ‘finished’ at the
point when it is brought into conformity with this image. What
happens to it beyond that point is supposed to belong to the phase
of use rather than manufacture, to dwelling rather than building.
But the forms of the landscape are not pre-prepared for people to
live in not by nature nor by human hands - for it is in the very
process of dwelling that these forms are constituted. ‘To build’, as
Heidegger insisted, ‘is itself already to dwell’ (1971: 146). Thus
the landscape is always in the nature of ‘work in progress’.17
To summarise the relevance of Ingold’s notion of the
the taskscape to this project, it is that the performance
of the suggested tasks in each bothy can be beneficial
for mental wellbeing. Through the undertaking of these
simple tasks, a direct engagement with ‘nature’ can be
achieved; a small aspect of control can be enacted on
an individual’s environment; an individual can become
absorbed in the physcial actions they are performing;
people can be brought together through this enactment
in new ways and finally there can be satisfaction gained
from achieving a task to produce a physical product.

heather burning at Roshven, late ‘70s
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The rhythms of human activities resonate not only with those of
other living things but also with a whole host of other rhythmic
phenomena - the cycles of day and night and of the seasons, the
winds, the tides, and so on… “attend the tides”: the patterning of
social time in the seaport follows upon the rhythms of the sea’….
Thus we resonate to the cycles of light and darkness, not to the
rotation of the earth… And we resonate to the cycles of vegetative
growth and decay…18

bothy retreats
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everyday tasks:

The proposed concept is that a person experiencing
mental-illness can be referred for a short stay by a
mental-health charity, free of cost. The individual can
go independently or accompanied by a friend, family
or a professional. Crucially, the ‘bothy retreat’ is not a
holiday – it doesn’t have to be enjoyed. Rather, it offers
access to seclusion, a space for reflection and connection to nature.

Heating

Cooking

Eating

Sleeping

Drawing from Ingold’s notion of the taskscape, with the
bothies there are the everyday tasks of dwelling. However
beyond this, each bothy has a unique task which can be
undertaken, involving engagement with the surrounding
natural environment. These unique tasks are optional but
encouraged, and when combined with the everyday tasks,
seek to empower the individual through their control of
their own environment.
Social problems cannot be resolved by architecture. Indeed you can
only solve architectural problems.19

ng

ng

proposal for a bothy retreat:

30

Toileting

Washing

Eating

Sleeping

‘s dòcha: Architectural Proposals for Glenuig

As much as the following proposals are informed and
well-intended, I do not believe that they solve any of
the multiplicity of issues surrounding mental-illness in
the Highlands. Rather they are a hopeful suggestion for
a temporary form of dwelling in rural places and an
engagement with their natural surroundings.

bothy retreats
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diagram of the taskscape:

am fasgadh:
• counselling spaces for
talking therapy
• kitchen for gathering folk
for a meal
• kayaking, paddle boarding and walking
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bothy two:
• gathering seaweed from
the shore
• drying seaweed for eating
• renewing seaweed
‘thatch’

bothy one:
• fishing
• drying sea salt
• salting and smoking the
fish

bothy three:
• pulling and gathering
heather
• bundling together to
make thatch
• re-thatching the roof
• maintaining paths and
land management

bothy retreats
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a note on drawings:
The majority of my drawings have been done by hand;
from the initial scribbles in my sketchbook, to my rough
development drawings and lastly to the final set of presentation drawings done in pencil. Over the past weeks,
these final presentation drawings have all taken place
at my desk in the bay window at 60 Marchmont Rd.
As much as I chose to do them for aesthetic reasons,
the physical task of putting pencil to paper - drawing
lines, making marks and shading - has given me relief
from the disturbing reality of the coronavirus pandemic
happening around me. The direct and real-life engagement that you get when doing a drawing by hand has
given me moments of complete immersion and has at
times felt like an echo from other drawings, in previous
times and byegone years. To have had this task to do
has undoubtedly helped my mental wellbeing at a time
where entire nations across the world are suffering from
unprecedented levels of anxiety and widespread grief.
It is a hope - one small silver lining - that out of the aftermath of this that there will be a greater empathy for
those who suffer mental illness in their lives everyday. In
the meantime, while we wait for it all to pass, we can be
thankful for the people, pencils and other tasks in our
lives that make this strange period of time bearable.
34
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bothy retreat one:

aig Rubh’ a’ Chàirn Mhóir

Ronald MacEachan, Loch nan Uamh, June 1926
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The bothy at Rubh’ a’ Chàirn Mhóir is directly accessed
from the main road which runs through Glenuig.
Despite this, it manages to be tucked away amongst the
rocky coastline.

bothy retreat one:

aig Rubh’ a’ Chàirn Mhóir
Rubha:
- Scottish Gaelic; promontory, headland, point of land.20
Càirn:
- Scottish Gaelic; heap or pile of stones, rocky hill or mountain.21
Mór:
- Scottish Gaelic; big, great, large.22

The design itself is intended to be as inclusive as possible. The bothy’s location allows for a car to pull in directly to its entrance and is in close proximity to the village, with the community shop and pub a short drive or
walking distance away. The building has ramping access
to all areas, including the walkway down to the shoreline. Consideration has been given to fully comply with
the Scottish Building Standards and other recommended
design practices - the walkway accomodate two passing
wheelchairs, handrails are provided at the correct height,
the gradients are complient, seats are located at both
the halfway and end of the walkway for rest points and
non-slip decking is proposed. In the outbuilding, there
are adjustable height workbenches allowing for any individual to be able to use them. The smokery is raised off
the ground to allow for wheelchair users to use it.
Architecturally, the proposal comprises of three splayed
volumes, articulated around the walkway, which take in
the expansive views out to sea. Constructed from Cross
Laminated Timber (CLT), large openings are able to be
achieved, with the intention of giving a sense of freedom and spaciousness - in particular for individuals with
less mobility and wheelchair users who might usually
feel confined in ordinary domestic spaces. To contrast
this, the ceiling is articulated as a series of large CLT
planes which span across each of the internal volumes.
This rigid structure is reflected in the changing orientation of the floorboards, which can be achieved through
the solid CLT floor panel. The dialogue between the
rigid geometry in the roof and the free-flowing spaces
below can be seen as a metaphor for the recurring failings in architecture to properly accommodate users of
all mobilities and difficulties of trying to achieve this.
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task diagrams:
The suggested tasks consist of fishing, making seasalt
and then preserving the fish by either salting or
smoking. The walkway down to the shoreline provides
a fully accessible and safe spot to fish from, collect
seawater or just take in the view, whilst the outbuilding accomodates the other functions for carrying out
the tasks.

40

fishing

gutting the fish

lighting a fire

collecting seawater

drying seasalt

salting the fish
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smoking the fish
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tectonic strategy:
The CLT construction has been chosen with the desire
of being able to create free-flowing spaces with large
window openings. The use of this pre-manufactured
material contrasts the ethos for the other proposals
in this project which try to use local natural resources. However, it is felt that the resulting design is more
important.
The bothy has large expanses of triple glazing which
will achieve significant solar heat gain. To help balance
this, electric blinds are necessary and various windows
can be opened to achieve cross ventilation. A woodburning stove is the sole heat source.
The outbuilding is clad in translucent PVC, with large
window openings to the south. It is intended to achieve
maximum solar heat gain in order to dry the seasalt,
with the added benefits of achieveing plenty natural
light and drying wood for the smokery and stove.

/ A’ Chairn Mhoir / 1:2000
gh the landscape
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topos:
• west facing
• exposed to sea
• not remote
• proximity to main
road and village
• direct and inclusive
• access
• flat ground

‘s dòcha: Architectural Proposals for Glenuig

typos:
• homelike
• easy natural ventilation
• woodburning stove
• wood store
• kitchen
• taigh bheag
• design focused on key
views
• shower/washing space
• sleeping/living boundaries
+ fish gutting, cleaning
and smoking space

tectonics:
• timber lined interior
• inclusive circulation in
• column free space
• minimal excavation
• sustainable, natural
materials
• one level and ramp
access
+ ramping walkway pier

The temperate climate in Glenuig can be very changeable, as with most of the west coast of Scotland, and
prolonged periods of rainfall can occur. With the
exposed location of the site, the selection of external
materials - larch cladding on the bothy itself and translucent PVC on the outbuilding - are durable and resitant
to sea spray. The external decking nestled inbetween the
two volumes of the bothies provides a sheltered space
from the prevailing southerly wind as it comes down the
glen.
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process drawings:
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bothy retreat two:

aig Rubha na h-Àird Eanachaidh

Archie MacEachan, Kinsadel, Arisaig c1910, carrying seaweed
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The bothy at Rubha na h-Àird Eanachaidh is accessed
by an easy walk through the woods to a secluded spot
which overlooks Samalaman Bay.

bothy retreat two:

aig Rubha na h-Àird Eanachaidh
Àrd:
- Scottish Gaelic; height or point.23
Rubha:
- Scottish Gaelic; promontory, headland, point of land.24
Eanachaidh:
- Scottish Gaelic; unsure.

The bothy and its location allows for individuals with
reasonable mobility to use it. The design itself is intended to be suitable for users of all age groups and the
suggested task - foraging and drying seaweed - requires
fairly little phsyical exertion.
Situated on the site of an old World War Two lookout
post, the initial concept drew inspiration from its crumbling concrete remains. Now all that is left is a small
hearth and a very unstable foundation. For the concrete
mix you can tell that they used sand from Samalaman
beach with the various pieces of shells and pebbles that
can still be seen in the rubble. This, along with the austere aesthetic of World War Two lookouts and defensive
architectures, inspired the use of gabions for the bothy.
The pre-manufactured galvanised gabion baskets are
easy to bring to the site where they are then filled with
stones collected from the shoreline. Once the bothy
eventually becomes obsolete and is to be desconstructed, the stones can be replaced back to where they were.
Continuing with this notion of sourcing materials from
the immediate landscape, the bothy is clad in seaweed, a
material that was historically used for thatch in Scotland,
although less common than other materials. With a
contemporary method derived from The Modern Seaweed
House,25 the seaweed is packed into netted bundles which
are then secured the exterior of the building. The result
is a rainscreen with more or less no carbon footprint
and added thermal insulation.
Internally the bothy is constructed from a GluLam
timber frame and finished with infills of plywood. The
bothy is split into separate volumes, which allows for
more private spaces and interesting natural lighting.
Both of the roofs of the main volume of the bothy and
the outbuilding for drying seaweed are articulated in
such a way to capture as much sunlight as possible.
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task diagrams:
The suggested task consists of foraging for the various edible seaweeds along the coastline. They are then
washed in fresh water, hung up to dry in the outbuilding and can be used for cooking.

cutting seaweed

gathering

drying seaweed

cooking

washing seaweed
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notes on seaweed as thatch:
•
•

•

It is good at insulating, doesn’t burn and is breathable. The salt content helps the seaweed preserve
itself.26
In the Modern Seaweed House seaweed is also used as
insulation in the floors, walls and ceilings. The timber elements for the seaweed house were prefabricated, with seaweed insualtion packed into them.27
The seaweed (seagrass) is harvested, left out to dry
in a field and preferably rained upon. When it is dry,
it can be bailed like hay using tractor and bailer.28

notes on edible seaweed:
•

•

•
•
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Seaweed should be harvested from where it is
growing at low tide - that way it will be most fresh.
Cutting it from the ‘stipe’ (the root) allows it to
regrow.29
Ideally you should process the collected seaweed
within two days. Rinsing it in fresh or saltwater
removes sand and grit - this is best done plunging it
into a pail of water.30
Hang up to dry. Once dried, the seaweed can be
stored in sealed containers for reasonable length of
time.31
There are around twenty edible varieties of seaweed
that are native to the UK.32 Ones of note that can
be found around the coastline in Glenuig are saw
toothed wrack, gutweed, sugar kelp, bladderwrack,
sea lettuce, chanel wrack and egg wrack.33
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tectonic strategy:
The use of immediate natural materials with the gabions
and seaweed cladding has come out of a desire to have
a low environmental impact whilst paying homage to
traditional ad hoc construction methods. The GluLam
timbers allow for the frame to be quickly assembled on
site and for the creation of large and spacious ceiling
heights. The exposed frame, plywood lining and timber
floors adhere to the conclusions drawn from my dissertation as mentioned earlier.
The bothy has large expanses of high-level triple glazing
which will achieve significant solar heat gain. Various
window openings provide cross-ventilation to counteract over-heating. A woodburning stove is the sole heat
source.
The temperate climate in Glenuig can be very changeable, as with most of the west coast of Scotland, and
prolonged periods of rainfall can occur. With the
reasonably sheltered location, the selection of seaweed
cladding and gabion walls are sufficiently resilient to the
weather.

t One / Ard an Eanachaidh / 1:2000
h through the landscape

topos:
• west facing
• proximity to beach
and sea
• partially remote
• gentle walk through
woodland
• sloping ground
• partially sheltered by
birch woodland
• built on-site of WW2
lookout
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typos:
• homelike
• easy natural ventilation
• woodburning stove
• wood store
• kitchen
• taigh bheag
• design focused on key
views
• shower/washing space
+ seaweed drying store

tectonics:
• timber lined interior
• easy circulation
• minimal excavation
• sustainable, natural
• materials
• upper sleeping level
+ gabion walls
+ timber frame structure
+ seaweed cladding
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process drawings:
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bothy retreat three:
aig Càrn Mór

Angus MacNeil, Smirisary, late 1950s
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The bothy at Càrn Mór is the most remote out of the
three bothy retreats. As such, its access involves a steep
but short climb up a rough hydro track and onto the
hillside. From the site, it has expansive views west out to
the Small Isles, as well views east to the hills of Roshven
and Stac.

bothy retreat three:
aig Càrn Mór

Càrn:
- Scottish Gaelic; heap or pile of stones, rocky hill or mountain.34
Mór:
- Scottish Gaelic; big, great, large.35

Due to its location, the bothy is intended to be used by
individuals with good fitness levels. The suggested task
- pulling heather and maintaining the thatch roof - is
physically demanding.
Located close to a ruin of an old croft, a simple rectangular footprint is used. The form of the steep pitched
roof was inspired by existing local buildings - one
outbuilding in particular in Glenuig which has a dominating, almost sculptural sheet metal roof. In plan, the
entrance and thatch store divides the building between
the living and bathroom facilities - an arrangement
that is reminiscent of old houses on Lewis which were
enclosed by a singular stone wall, containing a byre,
barn and living spaces.36 This was presumably done due
to exposed locations and a desire to lessen contruction
materials and time. The advantage for the proposed
bothy is that it all of its functions can take place under
one sheltered canopy.
Internally the bothy is constructed from a GluLam timber
frame, with a timber wall lining. Large metal-framed
openings puncture through the deep walls to create eye-lid
like windows. Upon entering the bothy, the thatch store is
dramatically tall in order to allow for enough storage space
and to act as a badgir - a ventilated chimney - to help dry
the thatch. At the top is a large roof light which illuminates
the working space below. This roof form is emphasised
externally, helping articulate the entrance and intent of the
bothy.

Similarly to the bothy at Rubha na h-Àird Eanachaidh,
this proposal uses heather thatch for its roof which can
be gathered from the surrounding hillside. This is then
weighted down with large sections of rope and netting
which are anchored to the ground.
72
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task diagrams:
The suggested task is for pulling and gathering heather in order to make thatch to maintain and upkeep the
roof of the bothy.

pulling heather

gathering

storing

re-thatching the roof

tying bundles
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notes on thatching:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Heather thatch requires a steep pitch roof - 55 to
60 degrees helps shed water.37
Traditionally, the construction of a thatch roof
consisted of timber rafters, with smaller timbers inbetween (sarking boards in essence). A layer of turf
was then applied onto the timbers and the heather
(or other thatching materials) was applied on top
of that. The heather itself would be pulled out of
ground so as to have moss and turf still attached.38
Heather is bundled together for thatching, often
tied with string. Once bundled it is then stored in a
dry place for later use.39
The heather sticks together well on the roof but is
ungainly to handle.40
Heather around an arm’s length is best. Longer the
better. Heather this long can be found on north
facing slopes.41
Pulling heather needs to be done in the opposite
direction to how it has grown.42
Thatching used to be a community activity, happening once a year.43
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tectonic strategy:
The thatch roof, although largely traditional in its application, is used effectively as a rainscreen with battens
and a breather membrane beneath it. The suggested task
for the bothy is for gathering heather to then re-thatch
the roof, taking the natural material from the surroudning hillside. This is again proposed with a desire to use
materials with little to no environmental impact. The
thatch canopy increases the building’s thermal performance and creates a thick section, giving it a reasurring
solidity. As with traditional thatch roofs on the west
coast and in particular the Hebrides, the thatch is secured with an arrangement of nets and ropes. Although
rather than fishing nets and stones weighing the thatch
down, a more gestural detail is used, with a bespoke
arrangement of ropes and netting which secured to
anchor points in the ground - as if keeping the canopy
from being blown away. With this arrangement, the netting can be easily unattached and reattached in sections,
allowing for parts of the roof to be worked on.

topos:
typos:
• west facing
• homelike
• exposed to high winds • easy natural ventilation
• woodburning stove
• fairly remote
• proximity to historic
• wood store
• kitchen
footpath
• steep, challenging
• taigh bheag
• access
• design focused on key
• crest of hill
views
proximity to aban• shower/washing space
+ dry thatch store
doned croft house

Three / A’ Chairn Mhoir / 1:2000
through the landscape
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tectonics:
• timber lined interior
• easy circulation
• minimal excavation
• sustainable, natural
• materials
upper sleeping level
• rigid, secured timber
structure
+ thatch roof

A GluLam timber frame allows for the bothy to be
quickly assembled on the exposed site and for the creation of the tall internal volumes. Internally, natural wood
is largely left exposed.
The bothy has a large section of triple glazing to the
south which will achieve significant solar heat gain,
whilst letting in plenty of natural light. Various window openings provide cross-ventilation to counteract
any over-heating. A woodburning stove is the sole heat
source.
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bothy retreat three:
section B-B
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process drawings:
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am fasgadh:
aig Samalaman

Calum Maclean and Angus MacNeil, Smirisary, late 1950s
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The Am Fasgadh at Samalaman Bay differs from the
other proposals and is instead a community building,
providing access to shared facilities which can be used
by individuals staying in the bothies and locals alike. It is
located by Samalaman Bay, tucked away in a quiet spot
of woodland and with views looking north and east out
to sea.

am fasgadh:
aig Samalaman

Fasgadh:
- Scottish Gaelic; shelter, act of sheltering.44
Samalaman:
- derived from Norse; unknown.

As it is a communal building, a timber walkway (the ‘s
docha group walkway design) is used to allow wheelchair
access from the road, through the woods and to Am Fasgadh itself. It is tucked in this reasonably secluded spot
in Glenuig to allow for the privacy of individuals who
may be attending the building for psychiatric care and
not wish to be seen. As such it can be easily accessed by
foot from other directions.
The concept for Am Fasgadh revolves around communication and the proposal creates a number of different
spaces and settings in which a conversation can take
place. It consists of two counselling rooms which are
top-lit and have views of the surrounding woodland and
out to sea. Other internal spaces include a cosy living
room and a kitchen/dining room where group activities
and meals can take place. Getting outdoors is encouraged, with intimate outdoor verandas, a popular coastal
walk starting nearby and a boathouse with kayaks and
paddle boards to get onto the water.
The plan for Am Fasgadh derived from the simple layout
of traditional local cottages, where the entry point to
the building sits between the two main internal spaces.
The two fireplaces for each room sit either side of this
entrance. The result is that when entering either room,
people are orientated to face towards the fireplace and consequently the door - which encourages social
interaction and hopes to create a more welcoming first
impression.
Architecturally, the sculptural chimneys and lightwells
which articulate the roof, and are clad in corrugated
corten metal, are intended to create a celebratory symbol in the landscape. The exaggerated chimneys give a
domestic impression that is at once curious yet familiar.
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coalescent diagrams:
The activities that are proposed encourage communication and connection between individuals - be that
in the form of a counselling session, a conversation
around a fireplace, a dinner or group activity around
a kitchen table, a walk along the coast, or a kayak or
paddle board out in Samalaman Bay.
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walking

counselling

kayaking

dining/group activity
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talking

paddle boarding
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am fasgadh:
site plan
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process drawings:
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appendix:
the playpark

the Begg brothers, circa year 2000, without a playpark
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the waterworks:
As part of the ‘s dòcha group proposal for a playpark in
Glenuig, ‘the waterworks’ is intended to encourage kids
to engage with their natural surroundings - continuing
the theme of the taskscape which has ran throughout
this project. Spanning the burn which runs through
the proposed site, ‘the waterworks’ acts as a bridge. Or
perhaps a fortress. Or spaceship.
At its centre is a semi-circular vessel which floats in the
burn below. The vessel can move vertically according to
the changing levels of water of the burn and on occasions when the site floods at high tide. The vessel can
become a boat, a jail-cell, a den, a paddling pool.
The canopy up above provides shelter from the rain and
sun. It is inverted, with the water draining down into the
centre of the structure and through a spout to the vessel
below. It can become a shower, a waterfall, an wormhole
into the sky.
A timber lattice partially encloses the waterworks on either side. Attached to this lattice is a waterplay wall with
containers, spouts, tubes and spinning ferris wheels. The
direction of flow can be adjusted and changed. A pump
is fixed to the deck for filling up the waterplay system.
Or maybe the pump can be used to fill up the vessel and
sink it.

exploded iso
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a final note:
The ‘s dòcha: Suggested Architectures for Glenuig project has
been a pleasure to be a part of and an enjoyable end to
my undergraduate degree. As ever, there are drawings,
models and construction details I would of liked to
have done. And with the coronavirus pandemic, it hasn’t
been the ending to our degrees that we had imagined.
However I have thoroughly enjoyed it all thanks to the
people that have been involved.
Over the past year I have spent the majority of my
time in university thinking and talking about a so-called
‘bothy retreat’. So the next step, I hope, is to build
one... A bothy, a hut, a glorified garden shed - we’ll see
how it goes.

the printworks studio on Chambers Street, March 2020
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